
my first yeart I lot that position. One of the professors was to
'be our coach. I was greatly surprised In when the subject was:
Curlina Immi!ratien. At that time there were probably only abut
half as many people in the U.S. One might talk about thecountry
ettin "vercrawdednow, but you certainly could not talk about
it then with any reason. There was lots of room then.

$ut question was now should we curl immiratien And the
coach wanted us to start out with saying the American Federation
of Labor has issued a renouncement that tmmirati,n should be
curbed. Then we should spend all our time trying to prove this
would net be a needless thinq because there would be people coming
that we have to stop and various minor arguments. gut the real
point of the debate in his opinion was the Labor Union has stated
it and that settles itt I was greatly surprised at this attitude
which he took, and the attitude which some of the professors in
the department of history and also in political science, hileseohy
and Enqlith tck that Arica wa sert.f a aekwater in the stream
of "roress in the world.

Whr I was * senier the cemuntsts had just suer ed in
their rvnluten and had 'tten their eontr,l well established in
Russia. I attended this professor's course in which we studied
recent developments in Russia. There was a .awer the Russians were
"Uttifl up called ttkp Seviet Russia Teay. in that paper
they were showing how Russia was moving ahead, and how they were
temporarily allowing a certain amount ef free 'tererise, what
developments it made and different matters like that. I would bring
them uc in class, and he was reatly *leased that I was reading
Soviet Russia Today and taking an interest in it, even the what I
was bringing out was the fact that they were findinp cut that the
basic princisles of their system simply were not werkasle and would
not work I

Later on this professor became a professor in the U. of
Chjcao, When the second World War started, the New Republic
magazine and the other liberal magazines all took the *ositien,
This is an Imperialistic War. America has no business in it, we
should stay out of it. It is sin.ly an imperialistic wart Then
when Hitler attacked Russia this same professor wrote an article
which appeared in that magazine in which he said that we must
change our attitude of stayinq out of the war because new the great
Russian ex,eriement was being attacked by Mitlerl Therefore we
should go in to stand with theml

This attitude which you found t hardly a trace of among
the rank and file of the American people was already well estab
lished among a great number of professors and leader s in our
universities. This had been spread by them and the young people
had been brainwashed with these attitudes., and slaughtered
through riots which came from ideas which had been instilled in
these pe.ple'by people's minds by their teaching. You knew today
m.stof our journalists have been brainwashed against most everything
American.

When you leek at TV; when you leek at headings in newspapers
you see the bias that they show. This has shown itself in recent
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